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ON ALMOST r-CONTACT STRUCTURE MANIFOLDS
1. Preliminaries Almost contact metric structure manifolds have been defined and studied by Sasaki [1 ], Mishra [2] and others. In the present paper, we have considered r linearly independent C°° vector fields U and r (C°°) I-forms u, r some finite inx teger, and studied the notion of almost r-contact structure.
Let M 2n+r be (2n+r) dimensional differentiable manifold of class C°°. Suppose there exists on M 2n+r a tensor field F of type (1,1), r(C°°) linearly independent vector fields U x * and r(C°°) 1-forms u, x -1,2,...,r and satisfying the following pro partiesi (1.1) F 2 = + u®U, being unit tensor field -def (1.2) X = F(X) ror arbitrary vector field X and (i)
x,y « 1,2 ,..., y r and C*y denotes Kroneoker delta.
8. Nivae, fi. Singh Thus M 2n+r satisfying conditions (1.1), (1.2) ana (1.3) will be said to possess an almost r-contact structure.
Suppose further tha metric g satisfying [l] Suppose further that M^n +r is endowed with a Riemannian
Then in view of equations (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4), ¡¿2n+r
jje Bai,j t0 possess an almost r-contact metric structure.
Substituting X = U in (1.4) and making use of the equations (1.3)(i) and (iii), we get
Again, putting Y for Y in (1.4) and using (1.1) and (1.3)(ii), we get
Putting X = U in (1.6) and making use of (l.3)(i), we obtain m
Thus in view of (1.7), equation (1.6) takes form
Let us now •define 2-form 'F as
Some results
In this section we shall prove some theorems related to almost r-contact structure. 
x a 1,2,...,r. X gives an almost r-contaot structure on M 2n+r . p'r oof."
Post multiplying (2.1 )(i) by P' and making use of equations (1.1) By virtue of equations (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) we |f', V, vj gives an almost r-contect structure conclude that to M 2n+r .
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The necessary and sufficient condition that M 2n+r be an almost r-oontact structure manifold is that it possesses, a tangent -bundle of dimension n tangent bundle 3t Q conjugate to Jt n and the product set Jt r (R r ) of r" nJT_ = ît. n IT, ordered r-tuples of real numbers such that -r * ^n 03^ * * and 8pan t°6 e,til er a tangent bundle of dimension (2n+r). Projections L, M, N on ir n , it n and Jt p are given b7
Proof. Suppose first that M 2n+r admits an almost r-oontact structure. Hence corresponding to eigenvalue i[2], let P, x = 1,2,...,n be n linearly independent eigenvectors. Baring (2.9) again and using the same fact that P, Q are x x eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues i, -i, we get (2.10) aP + bQ = 0.
x x
Thus from (2.9) and (2.10), we have x x a=b=0, x=1,2,...,n.
x Thus from (2.7), it follows that C = 0.
Thus Jp, Q, Ul is a linearly independent set. Prom equa-
tion (2.6), we can easily show that Suppose conversely that in M 2n+r there exists a tangent bundle JCn of dimension n, it^ conjugate to JC and product set JC^ such that they are mutually disjoint and span together a tangent bundle of dimension (2n+r).
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Let P be n linearly independent vectors in 3tn, Q in 3tn conjugate to P and U be r linearly independent vectora in product set 3Ir> Suppose jp, uj span a tangent bundle of diJx x x\ mansion (2n+r). Define the inverse se't \ p, q, uj as X X X (2.14) P®P + q ® Q + u®U -I . Thus M 2n+r admits an almost r-contact structure.
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